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Marina Punat Hotel & Resort ****





Hotel Kanajt is a beautiful residence far from
crowds and noise. It is the ideal destination for
yachtsmen, nature and sea lovers, athletic types and
all those who enjoy active vacations. The hotel offers
21 rooms of unique high quality design, 1 junior suite
and 4 luxury stone houses. Start your morning off with
the scents of various domestic and continental dishes
served on a rich buffet table.



There are facilities necessary for an active vacation next to
the hotel, such as: a 100m2 heated outdoor swimming
poolwith sea water, wellness (4 saunas, an experience
shower, a jacuzzi), a private beach (+free transport to the
beach, + free lounge chairs and sun umbrellas), a children’s
playground, small houses, a garden with fragrant herbs...



1. Safely tie your boat in the oldest marina 
on the Adriatic - Marina Punat

Marina Punat is the ideal choice for all those who are searching
for a safe, organized and easily accessible marina. You have the
entire marina offer at your disposal (sea/land berths,
vessel hoisting and lowering, transit, charter, service...)

Hotel Kanajt

www.marina-punat.hr



2. Take a swim in the crystal clear sea 
on a secluded beach 

Many small coves and beaches are “hiding” between
Punat and Stara Baška and can be accessed only from the
sea. Take advantage of the opportunity, find your cove
and go for a swim! 

Order a taxi boat in the hotel, 10% discount on all excursions
and a free transfer to the Island of Košljun (when

you make an excursion reservation) 
HRK 80 / person for transfer to the beach

or at http://www.more-punat.com/



3. Beautiful 
pebble beach 
in Baška

Baška is one of the trump cards of the
Island of Krk thanks to Vela Plaža (Big
Beach), the pearl of Kvarner with a
length of almost two kilometers. 
The beach offers a great selection of
additional content so that everyone can
find something to suit their interests. 



4. Culture

The 3000 years of history and culture of the Island
of Krk are difficult to put in just a few suggestions.
However, to start: 
▶ Take a taxi boat to the Island of Košljun and dis-
cover the cultural and natural wealth of the Francis-
can monastery and several very interesting
museum collections.
▶ The Glagolitic Pathway along the Valley of Baška
will take you to Baška, but make a stop at the vil-
lage of Jurandvor along the way and visit the
Church of St. Lucy, home to the Croatian literacy
monument – the Baška tablet. 
▶ Take a stroll through the heart of the ancient City
of Krk, across the Kamplin Square, visit the Krk
Cathedral...! The City of Krk is the administrative
and cultural center of the island.

Kamplin, Krk

St. Lucija, Jurandvor

Košljun



5. Vrbnik – taste the local wine of the Island of Krk - Žlahtina

The people of Vrbnik created their settlement on top of a cliff 48 meters high and
they somehow managed to fit every passageway, step and house throughout
centuries into the harmonious unit of Vrbnik we see today. 
You do not have to use words for Vrbnik, you have to experi-
ence it. Find the narrowest street in the world and
make sure you taste the renowned local wine of
the Island of Krk - Vrbnik žlahtina.
Wine tasting (3 types of wine, prosciutto,
cheese, olives – HRK 45-55/ person)



6. Sail out and visit the islands nearby 
Spend a beautiful fulfilled day on a boat excursion and visit the islands of Cres, Lošinj,
Rab and the small islands of Plavnik, Grgur and Goli otok.

The City of Rab 
(the Island of Rab)

Goli otok
“Croatian Alcatraz”

Paradise Beach 
(Island of Rab) 

- the most beautiful
sand beach on the

North Adriatic 

Go on an organized boat excursion 
For excursions to the Island of Rab - 10% discount 
(make a reservation in the City of Krk)
http://www.zuzic-krk.com/

Rent a boat in one of the best  
Croatian marinas, Marina Punat
http://www.mcp.hr/
http://hr.korocharter.hr/

Daily rental fees 
From HRK 1,650 – 2,100 / boat

▶

▶

▶



7. Active vacation
▶ There are 300 km of hiking trails on the island and
most of them are used as biking trails. Therefore, you
have no excuse for not being active on your vacation! 
▶ Walk to the Moon! (a promenade in Baška that leads to a
plateau whose surface resembles the surface of the Moon)
▶ Climb up to the “Veli vrh” and “Obzova”, the highest hilltops
on the island and enjoy the serenity, tranquility and vistas 
you can only dream about 
▶ Find your adrenalin entertainment in the Wakeboard Centre 
located in Punatska draga!
▶ Take a stroll on the olive oil road by the Hotel Kanajt 
▶ Buy some olive oil 
▶ Learn to sail on a small sailboat or a cruising boat 
http://nas.com.hr/ (10% discount)
▶ Rent a bike in the Hotel Kanajt – free of charge
▶ E-bike HRK 100 /day
▶ Rent a kayak HRK 150 / day
▶ Rent an SUP HRK 300 /day
▶ 20% discount for daily / half-day passes  for wakeboard Cable
Ski Punat (includes equipment and instructions)



8. Gastro Krk

Nobody should be hungry when visiting the Island of
Krk, especially when you think about all the delicacies
offered to you. Here are some of the island specialties:

“Presnac” 
traditional cake 

or “Krčka kneginja”
(Princess of Krk) cake

Top quality 
homemade 

Krk extra virgin
olive oil 

HRK 130-150 /lit

Dishes with a focus 
on the locally grown lamb 

Krk specialty - “šurlice”

Try the superb restaurants in the marina: Marina
Seafood Restaurant, 9bofora Bistro-Pizzeria

10% discount in the Kanajt Restaurant and the
Marina Restaurant for cash payments 

Krk cheese and Krk prosciutto
tasting HRK 45-80 / Pers. -10% discount

http://www.kuca-krckog-prsuta.com



9. Select a boat cruise: 
diving and/or fishing 

▶ Go on a real fishing boat, watch the nets get thrown
and the catch get pulled out of the sea, and then taste
bites of the fresh catch prepared by the crew. Do you
need a better invitation? 
▶ During your visit to Krk you can, even if you are a be-
ginner, learn the basics of proper diving, and those with
more experience can visit more attractive locations
where they can explore old shipwrecks, gorgonian gar-
dens, caves, steep cliffs and similar. 
Diving school Hang Loose Diving - 10% discount.
3-7 days diving courses, 160 - 380 Eur 
Unique in Croatia – try diving with a diving 
helmet - 15% discount / person

▶ www.croatiaexcursions.com
▶ ½ day island cruise - HRK 150 / pers.
▶ 1 day swimming cruise – HRK 200 / pers.
▶ Day / night fishing – HRK 340 – 450 /pers.
▶ 10% discount



10. Rainy days
When the weather refuses to cooperate, 
visit the beautiful small cave named Biserujka or take a
peek inside the sea world aquarium in Krk and Baška!
The first tropical aquarium in Croatia is located 
in the City of Krk
http://www.akvarij-krk.com.hr

20% discount when you visit 
the aquarium or the cave

http://www.spilja-biserujka.com.hr



Entertainment

There is no shortage when it comes to entertainment, 
especially during the summer months. There are large 
parties in various places on the island (each place has its 
own party), concerts or entertainment in one the specialized
clubs such as the “Club Boa” in Malinska or “Beach & Night
Bar Casa di Padrone” in Krk and on Dunat.

Cultural events:
http://www.krk.hr/en/events/calendar_of_events
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Krk Bridge      -           4       10,5  16,4  25,9    32,9   41,9  45,4   29,3     29       23
Omišalj           4           -        6,5    12,4  21,9    28,9   37,9  41,4   24,3     25       19
Njivice          10,5     6,5        -       6,5      16       23       32    35,5   18,4     19       13
Malinska     16,4    12,4     6,5       -      11,5    18,5   27,4  30,9   14,9   15,6     9,6
Krk                 25,9    21,9     16    11,5      -          7      15,9  19,5   10,2   19,2   13,5
Punat           32,9    28,9     23    18,5      7          -        8,9    17,4    8,1    19,5   15,5
Stara Baška 41,9    40,5     32    27,4  15,9     8,9        -      26,3     17     28,4   24,4
Baška           45,4    41,4   35,5  30,9  19,5    17,4   26,3      -       18,7     30       26
Vrbnik          28,3    24,3   18,4  14,9  10,2     8,1      17    18,7       -      11,4       8
Šilo                  29      21,5     10      16    19,5    18,5     31    32,5   14,5      -          6
Dobrinj          23        19       13      9,6    13,5    15,5   24,4    26        8         6          -

The distance between places on the island (km)
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